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We have i~lread~lnotein the earlier Units that modern writers reversed traditional
modes of story-telling n certain ways. For @stance, we have seen how they showed
they could do without peroic figures or without plots implying a cause-and-effect
relationship between +ents. We have also seen how they could successfully abhndon
familiar notions of an 4nding. Here we will notea few other trends as weli,

4.2

RECENT TRENDS IN NARRATIVE sTnm
I

I

Fiction writers d the dineteenth century tried to portray the world as realistically as
possible. Characters, ziituations, events and the paraphernalia s u r r o u n d i them such
as manners, mofais, dress, furniture, locale etc. were all depicted faithfully.
I

Closely related to thisisort of depiction was the notion that a piece of fiction must have
a theme or subjvt of piological, psychological or at least of contemporary import.
I

Another notionlthat tbese writers held was thst their fiction must 'mean' something
tangible to the reader Such meaning could be lent to writing by interpretation and
analysis of charmer, vent and situation. A short story in particular, it was felt, must
have an appropriate 1 ngth-sufficient to portray character and event, having space
for developing the th me, andconcluding with the 'meaning' having been made clear.
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i

Writers of the presen century experimenting with fiction set about systematically
eliminating one or all of the above.
I

The dominant mode bf nineteenth dntPry fiction was realism. The novel developed
story fbllowed suit. Such a writer tries to
this mode to
with precision, and seems content
or treatment. His aim, therefore, is
to make his stdries atedible by a faithful depiction of the world around him.

I

1

As life, both ilrdivid a1 and social, became increasingly more complicated, realism or
the mere portr/ayala surface events aid not seem an adequate mode to represent it in
all its facets, vriters interested inprobing the inner recesses of their chmders' minds
rather thae exdernal vents per se (Dostoevsky for instance), took the first step away
from realism. Hen the turn inward, with characters not only responding to the
external world, but so turning inward to look at their own thought processes.
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Yet other exwrime
romance, to recre
types of fiction they
free play of tW mi
inner coherenfe in
power.

~

ting writers turned to earlier forms of fktbn, suchas fable or
fantasy worlds that bore no resemblance to the 'real' world. The
ote laid no claim to plausibility. Instead, they indulged in the
,coming up with hrfetthed tales t h a seemed to have their own
limited worM, circumscribed only by the artist's imaginative

Events took a back b a t , and so 8id claims of realism.
I

I
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~ u m e m uexampla'
s
may be cited hem. Take the Malayalam story, 'The Bear*,by
C. Radhalcrir&irtM:in it there an a n t ~ e v s o t sbut
, they are only sketchily dmloped
and they seen$to
no direct 1'61atioll to tach other. The image of a bear is first
of a man in the narrator's mind, then with the image of his
what those associations mean, but he is not told. The
i m a m , defies both chronology and normal
merely to mock at 'what happens next'. Yet the
its strength neither from events nor from
credible characters br plot.
I

4.4 AGAINST SUBJECT AND THEME
Closely related to attempts at realism in fiction was the notion that a piece of fiction
must have a subject or theme with sociological, psychological, or at least
contemporary relevance. Experimenting writers mocked at this as well.
One way they did this was to abandon a tangible subject or theme and convert the
very process of making fiction into the real subjet? of their fiction. Asserting t4at
fiction is not 'about' some other world 'out there' but a self-contained world in itself,
they often emphasized the way this fictional world was made. Metafidion is one key
term used in this respect.
You may think of the Arabii Nights in this respect, or recall reading Cervantes's D w
Qllixote where the telling of the story is an integral part of the story itself. Even the
(openingchapter of The M a h a m t a where Ganesha breaks his pencil but usea his
)tuskinstead, can be cited as a case in point. And to study contemporary
~nanifestationsof this technique, you can read John Barth and Donald Barthelme,
~:Americans),Borges (Argentiniasr), Gunter Grass or Peter Handke (Germans), I t a b
Calvino (Italian), the bilingual Samuel Beckett, Salman Rushdie, and a host of others.
!iuch writing is often acutely self-conscious.
13ut metafiction is not the onlyway away from subject or theme. A writer can take
character, event, andsituation, but not develop them into any coherent theme or
subject, while seeming to report what is happening, and while seeming to avoid
self-consciousness or overt cuteness. Let us take the example of the Hindi writer,
fiwadh Naraip Singh whose 'Intimate', describes an encounter between two strangers
aln the street, one of whom is the narrator. But it is nearly impossible to paraphrase it.
any further. The refusal to be paraphrased is one of the dominant traits of this type of
fiction. But if one still persists in the face of this stubbornness, one may say that it
rr:veals something of the narrator's character and viewpoint, counterposing it with the
c~haracterand viewpoint of the other man he encounters. They become adversaries,
alme to blows, and go their different ways. They argue, but nothing is settled in those
a~cg\lmeats,They are oharmen only in a formal sense, for little is delineated of their
cllaracter, especially in relation to each other. An encounter is described and the
reader is left pondering over its meaning. One can call it problem fiction if one likes,
but it is the fiction itself that is problematic, not the subject or theme it develops.

4.5 AGAINST OVERT MEANING AND EPIPHANIC
REVELATION
This exampie brings us to the next notion that experimenting writers dismiss: that
fiction must 'mean' something tangible to the reader.
In considering the notion of meaning in fiction, let us step back a bit and look at James
Joyce's concept of 'epiphany.' Joyce meant thereby a moment or some brief moments
in a story that exhibit a sort of luminous intensity, often used to heighten the impact of
recorded events, sensations, or observations. In the short story or short fiction in
particular, the concept is often employed-and by Joyce himself-to give us moments
of insight that form the structural core of the heart of the fiction. Frequently, that
image or thought occurs near the end of the story, making it possible for the reader to
arrive at an intuitive act of understanding, often along with the central character or
one of the other characters so the story can then end, the reader sufficiently satiated.
The whole meaning or significance of the story seems to revolve around that moment
of insight, the 'epiphany.' If you are interested in following up this reference, read
Joyce's Stephea Hem and Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man.
Atlached is a brief story, 'Games,' by Reinhard Lettau, where the writer seemingly
uses 'epiphany' only to mock it, making it serve a purpose that questions the very
purpose for which it is normally used.The concluding statement, 'Thi is a friendly
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Abstraction of the Ball
That Fell in the River

As children we ften sat at the edge of the river Sunday afternoons watching
the s o c c e ~ g a ~ f r owhere
m we sat at the midfield
Whenever the ball fell
in the water ae where we were sitting we ran alongside the river and with
long pole$,fishc(l the ball out of the water. We could take our t h e doing this

'

since each/time p e bill fell iq the water another ball that was kept in reserve
from the &line. We.ran as fast as the ball was wried along
we fished it out akays just ,beforeit reached the wall of the
river flowed slowly enough so all we had to do was walk
alongside'thebill. But once when the river was swollen we had to run.
-?

Old, which is situated by a river, e number of children
f having fun running dongside the ball whenever it falls into
course of play; that is, they run alongside the ball from the
end of the field and fish it out of the water only there. Once
WcWdren had m run very quickly.
1

ball eat& time it fails in the river at midfield. Tfiey
fish the b&ll out/of the water only at the end of the field. When the river is
swollen the c q r e n run very quickly.
I

midfield fine of a sower field to the end of the field
that is drifti~g
in the river at the edge dT the field. At the
reach the end of the field the referee whistles half-time.
When thq .riverisswollen and the persons have to run they come to a stop '
alongside the object at the end of the field shortly before the half-time whistle
blows.
I
I

Someonais waiting along the edgeof a soccerfield next to an oBject that has
fallen in the riv/er. He gets under way 30 seconds before the last minute of the
a m . At the very moment he has reached the end of the field
the object the tiferee blows the half-time whistle. When the
reaches the end of the field together with the object precisely
the vOhistle blows and after he has gotten under way
the object 10 seconds Mfore the referee blows his whistle.

In order to trderse half the length of a playing field (playing field length =90
meters) someope requires1 minute, 30 seconds. When he has to run he
requires for thf same distance only 9 seconds.

0.

It takes spme e 90 secondg to traverk 45 meters. Running it takes him 4
seconds.
I

9 sec;
1 set;

I

I

45 m
$peed Y m

,

-

As children we walked on Sunday afternoons at a speed of one half meter per
second alongside the soccer ball when it was kicked from the playing field into
the river. But when the rker was swollen we had to run alongside the ball at a
speed of five meters per second to fish the ball out of the water before& would
be washed over the water of the weir.
Ihrhat is the writer doing here? By showing you the different ways in which a subject or
event can be approached by a writer, he is alerting you to the many different ways in
which the same subject or event can be perceived by the reader, even if the writer
were to present only one of these possibilities. So why present a unidimensional
perspective in the first place? Not merely are attempts at analysis abandoned but, id
tlhe process, the very act of analysigis mocked by being carried to excess.
?'his may seem like a didactic way to approach anti-didactic fiction, but the writers'
main point seems to be that since werything is a game anyway, why not play a
guessing game between reader and writer to see where itwill lead?

417 AGAINST LEGISLATION ON SCALEISIZE
If some experimenting writers tend to develop analysis and interpretation to their
tedious end, others mockat the concept of 'developing' a story. They write pieces that
are so brief that the stories end before the reader has a chance to ponder where they
might lead. The legendary short story we read about ghosts in our last Unit was one
such example.
Activity 2
Given below is a short story by Russell Edson. Read it and answer the questions given
at the end.
I

.
I

.

father
father,
what have
you done?
Russell Edron

A MAN straddling the apex of his roof cries, giddyup. The house rears up on its back
porch gnd all its bricks fall apart and the house crashes to the ground.
His wife cries from the rubble, father father, what have you done?
Is it possible to expand this story-make it lon er (30 words)
is it possible to develop the idea contained in &is sto j)Why? (30 words)

..........................................................................

4.8

SUMMING UP

In this Unit, the fourth and final one of the Block 'Experimental Stories' you learnt
about some of the innovations in style brought about by writers bf experimental
fiction. Some of the trends you were shown, through the use of examples from such
fiction, included

